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steeber, a massive snowboard and mountain-bike enthusiast, is a good generalist and is the result of a circle of
friends who all collaborated on the project. and he has clearly done his homework, including getting the design

treatment from the real architects. drm is built on the assumption that the user is an idiot and will either get
caught or will be ruined by his attempts. look, for instance, at the steps to get a dvd to play. you have to have a
dvd player, you have to buy a dvd, you have to rip it to a dvd, you have to burn it, you have to have a blank dvd

(that must be properly formatted), and you must then finally play it. there are exceptions if you live in certain
countries or your computer has a certain configuration, but in general, it is difficult, even for skilled users. after all
that, i might be ready to buy an itunes song or movie, but to be honest, i would prefer to have the option to go to

amazon and download the mp3 or movie. itunes is just set up too well. steeber has watched his project grow out of
a game into a legitimate retail product. it is something worth seeking out, and it is undeniably fun. i cannot

imagine that steeber will be affected by how popular this movie is. steeber has grown his business out of the never
back down project. he has spent countless hours, painstakingly and painstakingly, recreating apple store models.
this movie has created a great amount of interest in the apple stores, to the point that they are now being flooded

with customers. people are lined up in front of the counters, forced to wait for hours to get in. it has created a
sense of public adoration for apple that is both bizarre and commendable. if steeber continues to be a very busy

man, he might actually be able to retire off this one. just might.
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